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TRANSCRIPT

Colour Wheels & Triangles

Now that you understand how to emersion dye solid shades on your yarn or fibre, the next step is to figure out how 
to get the hues that you want. The best way to do this is to begin developing your own colour library to use as a 
reference. Like when you get a new set of water colours or coloured markers, you might go through and make a little 
sample of each on a single page so that you can see everything at a glance. It’s nice to have as reference so that you 
know how the colours look when you need them. Similarly for your dyes, in order to really get familiar with them, I 
encourage you to dye a sample of each dye colour that you have. And then also look at dying some colour wheels or 
colour triangles with them. 

To dye a colour wheel choose your primary hues. So primary hues are colours that can not be mixed by any other 
colours. And in terms of dye, these are pure dye powders. You can get a pure dye powder in a red or a magenta, a 
blue or a cyan or some kind of yellow. In this case, I’ve dyed two different colour wheels here using two different 
sets of primary dyes. With each of the colour wheels, I dyed each mini skein at 2% depth of shade. Each colour 
wheel has 12 hues. So I have the three primaries the three secondaries that are made by mixing those primaries at 
50:50 ratios. And then the six tertiary colours that are mixed at either at 25:75 or a 75:25 ratio of those primaries. 

In one set I used the closest hues that I could find to cyan, magenta and yellow. So I used Lanaset turquoise, 
washfast acid fuchsia and Lanacet sun yellow. It produced a wheel that has these vivid clear and almost neon-like 
colours. 

In this second set, I used the closest hues that I could find to RYB or red, yellow, blue. So in this case I used Lanaset 
deep red, Lanaset mustard yellow and a washfast acid brilliant blue. You can see that overall the colour wheel here 
is much more muted, more warm, more earthy. I think it’s mainly because of the very golden warm yellow and the 
very muted desaturated red in the set. I love both of these colour wheel sets because they show how starting with 
different dyes can produce completely different results. Choose a warmer red or a cooler red or a warmer yellow and 
a cooler yellow and you can transform the entire palette of colours.

 Also working with the hues created from the same colour wheel can feel very cohesive like all the colours are 
meant to go together. If you take a sharp, say a yellow-green from this palette and then you combine it with 
an earthy green from the other palette, do you like those together? Do they really go together well? Or would 
you prefer the earthy green from this palette and then another earthier blue-green from this palette? This is all 
personal preference and it’s your own aesthetic, but it’s something to think about when you’re designing. 

So one of the things that you might notice when you’re looking at these colour wheels is that this is the magenta, 
this is the pure magenta and then this is the pure yellow. In between these, there’s very little, there’s very subtle 
variation between these three hues because the magenta is so strong and the yellow as a dye colour is very, very 
weak. So the addition of even 25% yellow almost makes very little difference. And then when you start to remove 
that magenta, that very strong magenta, all of a sudden the yellow comes into play. But even 25% of magenta makes 
a significant difference and creates a huge jump between just these two colours. Again if you look at the pure 
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yellow with 25% blue added to it, this is a huge jump in between these two hues. So you could actually do quite a 
subtle gradation between this hue to this hue by adding very, very tiny amounts of blue dye. So this is all because 
the pure dye colours, the blue and the magenta are very, very strong and the yellow is quite a weak colour so the 
effect that this has on the other hues is very light. 

Another thing that can immensely help your understanding of colour and creating new hues is to dye a colour 
triangle. This is similar to the colour wheel idea, but it involves dying samples that are made up from all three 
primary colours, not just two at a time. So you can see these two colour triangles that I dyed using spinning fibre. 
And again I chose hues that were close representations of the CMY or cyan, magenta, yellow. And then the other 
one was hues that were closest to RYB or red, yellow and blue. And looking at the triangles, the colours on the 
perimeter of each of these triangles are made with just two dye colours. So this one is 100%, this one is 80 and 20%, 
this is 60:40%, 40:60, 80:20 and then again 100%. 

So then you can see inside the triangle there are colours or hues that are created by combining all three of the 
primaries. So you can hopefully see that these hues that are made from the three dye colours look a little bit more 
nuanced, a little bit more subtle, a little bit more muted, more desaturated. So from your colour theory knowledge, 
you might know that mixing all three primary hues together will give you a brownish-gray hue eventually. So if 
you get close, you can see that the middle of the triangle, you get the most mixing of those colours. So these start to 
look brown, desaturated or muddy. This might be something that you love and you want to work purely with those 
hues created from multiple dyes mixed together. Or you might like the pure hues that are formed on the outside of 
the triangle. 

Whatever the case might be, dyeing these colour wheels and the colour triangles can help you develop a library of 
colours to choose from when you go to dye for your project. All these ratios for the dye combinations are in your 
downloadable workbook. If you’d like to try dyeing a colour wheel or a colour triangle as well. What I would think to 
be very interesting would be to dye additional colour wheels and varying the primary hues to produce completely 
new hues. So I’m thinking about like a fuchsia with a mustard yellow and a navy. Or a deep red, sun yellow which 
is a cool yellow and a turquoise. The possibility of just mixing together two dyes is already huge. Then add on the 
possibility of layering on a third or a fourth dye colour. Like for example, if you took this entire colour wheel and 
you overdye the entire set in a light layer of blue dye or a light layer of brown dye or maybe a light layer of fuchsia 
dye, what would happen here? The range of possibilities is really endless.


